1. Introduction

This talk looks into cross-linguistic number agreement patterns in the right node raising construction within the nominal domain (NRNR). The right node raising construction in (1) involves one structure (target) being shared by two sources. It has been investigated in numerous researches in the VP, TP, and CP domain.

(1) John likes, but Mary hates apples.

However, RNR in the nominal domain in (2) has not been looked into as extensively (see Harizanov and Gribanova (to appear); Arregi and Nevins (2013) for data from Bulgarian). In (2-a-b) with the intended reading in (2-c), the demonstrative this and that shares one element student(s). When the sharing elements (sources) are demonstratives in English, only the singular target is allowed. I will label this pattern as the Singular Pattern.

(2) SOURCE AND SOURCE TARGET

a. This and that student are a couple.
b. *This and that students are a couple.
c. Intended reading: ‘This student and that student are a couple.’

However, when the sources are English possessive DPs, the agreement pattern is reversed: only the plural target is allowed, which I will label as the Plural Pattern.

(3) a. *John’s and Mary’s student are a couple.
b. John’s and Mary’s students are a couple.
c. Intended reading: ‘John’s student and Mary’s student are a couple.’
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2. Data and Generalization

(4) Demonstrative: [this student] and [that student]

a. This and that student are a couple.
b. *This and that students are a couple.

(5) Demonstrative + Adj: [this tall student] and [that short student]

a. This tall and that short student are a couple.
b. *This tall and that short students are a couple.

(6) Numeral + Adj: [one tall student] and [one short student]

a. One tall and one short student are a couple.
b. *One tall and one short students are a couple.

I focus on pre-nominal sources here.
(7) Indefinite determiner + Adj: [a tall student] and [a short student]
   a. A tall and a short student are a couple.
   b. *A tall and a short students are a couple.

(8) Definite Article + Adj: [the tall student] and [the short student]
   a. The tall and the short student are a couple.
   b. *The tall and the short students are a couple.

(9) Possessive DP + Adj: [John’s tall student] and [Mary’s short student]
   a. John’s tall and Mary’s short student are a couple.
   b. *John’s tall and Mary’s short students are a couple.

(10) Pronominal Possessive + Adj: [his tall student] and [her short student]
     a. His tall and her short student are a couple.
     b. *His tall and her short students are a couple.

When the sources are possessive DPs or pronominal possessives, the plural pattern emerges.

(11) Bare Possessive DP: [John’s student] and [Mary’s student]
     a. *John’s and Mary’s student are a couple.
     b. John’s and Mary’s students are a couple.

(12) Bare Pronominal possessives: [his student] and [her student]
     a. *His and her student are a couple.
     b. His and her students are a couple.

The cross-linguistic data is summarized in Table 1.²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>Icelandic</th>
<th>Polish</th>
<th>Serbo-Croatian</th>
<th>Slovenian</th>
<th>Cypriot Greek</th>
<th>Brazilian Portuguese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem+Adj</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num+Adj</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind+Adj</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Def+Adj</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poss+Adj</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poss DP</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(13) **Singular Generalization**: The singular pattern appears when the sources show morphological agreement with the target or when the sources contain adjectives.

Showcase 1: Polish Possessives and Genitives

(14) Polish Adjectival possessive → morphological agreement → Singular Pattern
     a. Janowy i Marysiny student są parą.
        John’s.sg and Mary’s.sg student are couple.
     b. *Janowy i Marysiny studenci są parą.
        John’s.sg and Mary’s.sg students are couple
        ‘John’s student and Mary’s student are a couple.’

² The N/A cases are ruled out by independent reasons such as the lack of the relevant lexical items, the relevant items being post-nominal, etc.
(15) Polish Genitives → no morphological agreement → Plural Pattern
   a. * Jana i Marii student są para.
      John.gen and Mary.gen students are couple.
   b. Jana i Marii studenci są para.
      ‘John’s student and Mary’s student are a couple.’

Showcase 2: Icelandic Possessive Pronouns

(16) Icelandic 1st and 2nd person possessive pronouns → morphological agreement → Singular Pattern
   a. Minn nemandi og þinn nemandi eru sætt par.
      my.sg student and your.sg student.sg are cute couple
      ‘My student and your student are a cute couple.’
   b. ? Minn og þinn nemandi eru sætt par.
      my.sg and your.sg student.sg are cute couple
      ‘My and your student are a cute couple.’
   c. * Minn og þinn nemendur eru sætt par.
      My.sg and your.sg student.pl are cute couple.
      ‘My and your students are a cute couple.’

(17) Icelandic 3rd person possessive pronouns: → no morphological agreement → Plural Pattern
   a. Hans nemandi og hennar nemandi eru sætt par.
      he.gen student and she.gen student are cute couple.
      ‘His student and her student are a cute couple.’
   b. * Hans og hennar nemandi eru sætt par.
      he.gen and she.gen student are cute couple.
      ‘His and her student are a cute couple.’
   c. Hans og hennar nemendur eru sætt par.
      he.gen and she.gen students are cute couple.
      ‘His and her students are a cute couple.’

(18) **Plural Generalization:** When two sources are singular, the plural pattern appears if the sources can be conjoined and do not show agreement with the target.

(19) English Bare possessive DPs → can be conjoined and no agreement → Plural Pattern
   a. * John’s and Mary’s student are a couple.
   b. John’s and Mary’s students are a couple.

(20) English Possessive DPs + Adjectives → non constituents cannot be conjoined → Singular Pattern
   a. ‘John’s tall and Mary’s short student are a couple.
   b. * John’s tall and Mary’s short students are a couple.

(21) German Possessive Pronouns: Singular Pattern → morphological agreement → Singular Pattern
   a. Sein Student und ihr Student sind ein tolles Paar.
      His.sg.nom student.sg.nom and her.sg.nom student.sg.nom are a great pair
   b. Sein und ihr Student sind ein tolles Paar.
      His.sg.nom and her.sg.nom student.sg.nom are a great pair.
   c. * Sein und ihr Studenten sind ein tolles Paar.
      His.sg.nom and her.sg.nom student.pl.nom are a great pair.

3 In other Slavic languages investigated e.g. Slovenian, Serbo-Croatian, prenominal genitive is unavailable, thus only the singular pattern is allowed.
3. Deriving the Singular Target

Feature configurations:
I. NUM heads carry valued interpretable number features.
II. Morphological number agreement indicates an uninterpretable number feature: nouns, English demonstratives, German possessive pronouns, Polish adjectival possessives, etc.
III. Adjectives carry uninterpretable number features.
IV. Possessive head POSS carries interpretable number feature.

Two-Step Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001; Bhatt and Walkow 2013):
1. Match: the probe matches with the goal to ensure feature identification. (Indicated by arrows.)
2. Value: the feature value on the goal gets copied onto the probe.

Following previous literature (see Longobardi 2001 for a review of the DP structure), I assume the DP structure as follows.\(^4\)

\[
(22) \quad [\text{DP} \text{D} [\text{numP} \text{Numeral} \text{NUM} [\text{AP} [\text{NP} [\text{N}]])]]
\]

\[
(23) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{these three tall students} \\
\text{DP} \\
\text{D} \text{numP} \\
\text{these } \text{u[\_]} \text{three } \text{u[\_]} \text{numP'} \\
\text{NUM} \text{i[PL]} \text{AP} \\
\text{A} \text{NP} \\
\text{tall } \text{u[\_]} \text{students } \text{u[\_]} \\
\end{array} 
\]

\[
(24) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{John's students} \\
\text{PossP} \\
\text{John's } \text{Poss' } \\
\text{POSS i[\_] numP} \\
\text{NUM i[PL]} \text{NP} \\
\text{students } \text{u[\_]} \\
\end{array} 
\]

\(^4\) Note that the account to be proposed is neutral to the status of adjectives: it is compatible with theories where adjectives are adjuncts or specifiers of other functional projections.
I assume a Multi-Dominance (MD) analysis for the NRNR construction involving singular targets. (McCawley 1982; Wilder 1999; Abels 2004; Citko 2005 among many others.)

(25) John loves and Mary hates the apples.

(26) this and that student

(27) uAgree requirement: ZP is shareable by X and Y if there is an uAgree relation between X and Z and Y and Z. An uAgree relation involves an uninterpretable feature on at least one element in the agree relation: any unvalued feature agrees with a valued uninterpretable feature: i/u[ ] → u[X], an unvalued uninterpretable feature agreeing with any feature: u[ ] → i/u[X].

(28) MaxShare: XP can be shared only if there is no YP such that YP dominates XP and YP is shareable, if the XP sharing structure and the YP sharing structure have identical interpretations.\(^5\)

MaxShare is derived from an economical principle: sentences involving larger shared structure involve a derivation that requires selecting the same lexical/functional items from the numeration less times. (MaxShare is the same as maximizing shared structure in Citko 2006)

3.1 Availability of the Singular Target

(29) This and that student are a couple.

uAgree: ✓
MaxShare: ✓numP

5 Here I define ‘shareable’ as non-distinct.
(30) John’s tall and Mary’s short student are a couple.
   uAgree: ✓
   MaxShare: ✓ NP

3.2 Unavailability of the Singular Target

(31) *John’s and Mary’s student are a couple.

a. uAgree: ✓
   MaxShare: *

b. uAgree: *
   MaxShare: *
4. Deriving the Plural Target

4.1 Availability of the Plural Target

(32) Non-agreeing + Conjoinable sources
a. John’s and Mary’s students are a couple.
   His and her students are a couple.
   c. Jana i Marii studenci są parą. (Polish non-agreeing genitive)
      ‘J’s student and M’s student are a couple.’
   d. Hans og hennar nemendur eru sætt par. (Icelandic 3rd person possessive pronouns)
      ‘His and her students are a cute couple.’

It is shown already that the MD structure cannot be generated in cases involving non-agreeing sources. I argue that the plural target is generated in a different structure in (33).

(33) John’s and Mary’s students are a couple.
(34) a. \[ \text{Poss} = \lambda P(e,t) \lambda X. \lambda Y. i[P(Y) = 1] \text{ and } R(x)(y) = 1 \]
b. \[ \lambda P(e,t) \lambda X. \lambda Y. i[P(Y) = 1] \text{ and } R(x)(y) = 1 \]
\[ i(y). \ y \text{ is a student and } R(\text{John})(y) = 1. \]

(35) \[ \[\text{R}](X)(Y) = 1 \text{ iff } \forall x \in X. \exists y \in Y. R(x)(y) = 1 \text{ and } \forall x \in X. \exists y \in Y. R(x)(y) = 1 \]

(36) \[ \[ \text{John’s and Mary’s} \ [ \text{Poss [ students ] } \] \]
\[ = \text{ in a finite set of students, each student has either John or Mary as their teacher, and John and Mary each have at least one student.} \]

(37) a. John’s and Mary’s students are a couple.
b. ‘John and Mary share two students who are a couple.’
c. ‘John has one student and Mary has one student. The two students are a couple.’

(38) a. John’s and Mary’s student is a tall.
b. * John’s and Mary’s student are a couple.

c. Unavailability of the Plural Target

(39) *This and that students are a couple.
a. b. c.
Plural targets are ruled out in the cases with sources that do not show morphological agreement for interpretative reasons.

(40) a. *The tall and the short students are a couple.
    b. The tall and the short students met each other.

![Diagram of sentence structure]

5. **Mismatch**

(41) **English/Icelandic/Brazilian Portuguese Demonstratives Mismatch**
    a. One tall and ten short boys met each other.
    b. ?Ten tall and one short boy met each other.
    c. *One tall and ten short boy met each other.
    d. *Ten tall and one short boys met each other.

(42) **German Demonstratives Mismatch**
    a. *Dieser große und jene kleinen Student haben sich getroffen
       This tall and those short student have SELF met
    b. Dieser große und jene kleinen Studenten haben sich getroffen
       This tall and those short students have SELF met
    c. Diese großen und jener kleine Student haben sich getroffen
       These tall and that short student have SELF met
    d. *Diese großen und jener kleine Studenten habe sich getroffen
       These tall and that short students have SELF met

'They met each other’

Account: Value delay till PF.

In account for closest conjunct agreement in Hindi Urdu, Bhatt and Walkow (2013) propose that the 1st step of Agree, namely Match always occurs in the syntax. The 2nd step, Value, on the other hand, can be delayed to PF where linear order come into play.

(43) . . . [F.PL + F.SG] . . . V.[F.SG]
Ram-ne kai thaliyã: aur ek pe.tii (aaj) u.thaa-yii thii
Ram-ERG many bags.F and a box.F (today) lift-PFV.F be.PST.F.SG
‘Ram had lifted many bags and a box (today).’
6. Future Research

Bulgarian and Russian seem to fall out of the generalizations.

(45) Bulgarian Adjectives
   a. bǎlgarsk-i-ja i rusk-i narod-i
      Bulgarian-SG.M-the and Russian-SG.M nation-PL.
      ‘the Bulgarian and Russian nations’ (two nations: a Bulgarian nation and a Russian nation)
   b. parv-a-ta i posledn-a stranic-i
      first-SG.F-the and last-SG.F page-PL
      ‘the first and last pages’ (two pages: a first and a last one)
      (examples from Harizanov and Gribanova to appear)

(46) Russian Bare Demonstrative - Plural pattern
   a. Etot student i tot student para.
      this student.SG and that student.SG couple.SG
      ‘This student and that student are a couple.’
   b. * Etot i tot student para.
      this and that student.SG couple.SG
      ‘This and that student are a couple.’
   c. Etot i tot studenty para.
      this and that student.PL couple.SG
      ‘This and that students are a couple.’

(47) Russian Adjectives - Plural Pattern
   a. pervaya stranica i poslednyaya stranica krasivye
Account 1: Harizanov and Gribanova (to appear) 1) [ ] = singular 2) ATB movement 3) feature resolution

(49) a. 

\[
\text{numP} \\
\text{[PL]} \\
\text{numP} \\
\text{AP} \quad \text{numP} \quad & \quad \text{numP} \\
\text{num} \quad \text{NP} \quad & \quad \text{numP} \\
\text{num} \quad \text{NP} \quad & \quad \text{num} \\
\]

b. ATB movement

Account 2: Arregi and Nevins (2013)

“Although resolution in coordination is normally understood as operating ‘bottom-up’ (the features on &P are determined by the features on coordinated elements), we assume that resolution rules are neutral in this respect, and can thus be used in a ‘top-down’ fashion.”

(Arregi and Nevins (2013) f.20)

(50) a. 

\[
\text{NP} \\
\text{&P} \quad \text{NP}{}_{[PL]} \\
\text{AP} \quad \& \quad \text{AP} \\
\]

b. 

\[
\text{NP} \\
\text{&P}{}_{[PL]} \leftarrow \quad \text{NP}{}_{[PL]} \\
\text{AP} \quad \& \quad \text{AP} \\
\]

c. 

\[
\text{NP} \\
\text{&P}{}_{[PL]} \leftarrow \quad \text{NP}{}_{[PL]} \\
\text{AP}{}_{[SG]} \quad \& \quad \text{AP}{}_{[SG]} \\
\]
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